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The film Derrida by Amy Ziering Kofman & Kirby Dick (2003) has a memorable scene, showing Derrida watching Derrida watching Derrida. This regression, almost ad infinitum, would seem to have the specific purpose to hammer home the point to the viewer of the film that all communication is mediated, and to aim for an almost Brechtian Verfremdung-effect, but the film also uses this device as a stylistic trait to characterize something ‘essential’ about Derrida and his style. Derrida strikes the same chord by insisting on drawing attention to the artificiality of the making of the film, where questions have to be repeated and answers interrupted when the light or the sound is not just right. He furthermore deconstructs the interview process by constantly referring to the impossibility of answering questions without specific contexts, frames and grounds. This makes it easy to characterize the film as a meta-documentary, or an always-already deconstructed communication mainly dealing with the act of communicating about philosophy, rather than communicating philosophical insight as such. Philosophy is thus shown to be communication, transmission, situated and framed speech acts - supplements and deferrals.  This is of course another link in the infinite Derridean chain of supplements to supplements of supplements - in his writings, his persona and the legacy of images of him left behind in the archives. How does this perpetual deferral reflect itself in Derrida's visual and verbal style, or inversely how does his style always/already produce these supplements and deferrals?

Starting with another type of Derridean communication, an article meant to popularize and disseminate his complex ideas in an introductory form: Letter to a Japanese Friend (in reality Derrida’s Japanese translator, Professor Isutzu) from 1983, we already here see the beginnings of Derrida’s circumspect style. Purporting to be addressing the complexities of translating the central terminology of his work, including the word ‘deconstruction,’ the letter starts out by undercutting the very possibility of defining terms without deconstructing them in the process as a “prolegomena” to the real work, which not surprisingly becomes postponed ad infinitum: “At our last meeting I promised you some schematic and preliminary reflections on the word ‘deconstruction’. What we discussed were prolegomena to a possible translation of this word into Japanese, one which would at least try to avoid, if possible, a negative determination of its significations or connotations. The question would be therefore what deconstruction is not, or rather ought not to be.” Thus translation is perpetually postponed as some groundwork is contemplated in the form of “preliminary reflections” supplementing the “prolegomena”, before one – if  possible” – begins to accomplish the work of translation. However, the translation itself can only be envisioned in negative terms – what it may prevent, rather than accomplish: A “negative determination” of “what deconstruction is not”. Translation thus becomes another instance of the supplement to the work of thinking, a work which in reality remains in potentiality and never ‘translated’ from thought into text – and the resulting text gets squeezed into a smaller and smaller space, doing less and less work, until it itself becomes a supplement. We thus end up with a prolegomenon (a supplement) and a text that is so small that it functions as a supplement to a supplement.

This process is further aggravated by the following: “Naturally it will be necessary to translate all of this into Japanese but that only postpones the problem. It goes without saying that if all the significations enumerated by the Littré interested me because of their affinity with what I ‘meant’ [voulais-dire], they concerned, metaphorically, so to say, only models or regions of meaning and not the totality of what deconstruction aspires to at its most ambitious. This is not limited to a linguistico-grammatical model, let alone a mechanical model. These models themselves ought to be submitted to a deconstructive questioning. It is true then that these ‘models’ have been behind a number of misunderstandings about the concept and word of ‘deconstruction’ because of the temptation to reduce it to these models.” What is added to the chain of supplements by this thought is to raise the supplement to a meta-level: not only does the word deconstruction in itself require supplementation by an investigation of its etymology, but the very thought-models that house the speaking of the term deconstruction must also themselves be deconstructed. This move into the meta-realm is of course a backing away from the object that might potentially end up being “deconstructed” – rather than moving into an object-text we move away from that backing up into philosophy as a meta-context. Philosophy is thus required as a supplement for the work of analysis itself, but similarly to the reasoning above, analysis by implication shrinks in size and importance into an after-thought, or mere supplement.

The temptation at this point is already strong to argue that postponement and supplementation as strategies are mere style, simply a specific stylistic technique Derrida employs to perform the playful maneuvers of language games. Readers may well tire of late Derrida texts that insist – usually over the space of several paragraphs – that there is no time to accomplish much work within the limits of the very small space allowed him by the confines of the article in question, and one could be tempted to remark that if Derrida didn’t spend half the available space on preambles and postponements he might actually have enough space at his disposal to get the ‘real work’ done. This would however be missing the point of the prolegomenon, which indeed is perhaps not best seen as a supplement but as the work itself. 

If we briefly detour further back in Derrida’s work to the notion of the pharmakon as it plays out in his deconstruction of Plato’s dialogue Phaedrus (in Plato’s Pharmacy in Dissemination), Derrida here demonstrates how the two interpretations, ‘remedy’ and ‘poison,’ respectively, of the word pharmakon are functions and meanings that supplement one another:

“Only a little further on, Socrates compares the written texts Phaedrus has brought along to a drug (pharmakon). This pharmakon, this ‘medicine’, this philter, which acts as both remedy and poison, already introduces itself into the body of the discourse with all its ambivalence. This charm, this spellbinding virtue, this power of fascination, can be - alternately or simultaneously - beneficent or maleficent. The pharmakon would be a substance - with all that that word can connote in terms of matter with occult virtues, cryptic depths refusing to submit their ambivalence to analysis, already paving the way for alchemy - if we didn’t have eventually to come to recognize it as anti-substance itself: that which resists any philosopheme, indefinitely exceeding its bounds as nonidentity, non-essence, non-substance; granting philosophy by that very fact the inexhaustible adversity of what funds it and the infinite absence of what founds it.” (Dissemination, 70)

First off, the quote reminds us of the conflict between speech and writing which Plato’s dialogue thematizes (while written words are (at first) supposedly far removed from reality, Plato also views them as dangerous “supplements” to the immediacy of speech), but Derrida rapidly destabilizes the negative connotations of writing as pure poison for presence that Plato, ghost-writing for Socrates, argues for. Instead Derrida problematizes the substance of the pharmakon, “depths refusing to submit their ambivalence to analysis” punning on the connotations of ‘understanding’ in the word ‘substance’ itself, suggesting that interpretation in written form is not necessarily deeper than the original speech itself.

One could argue that Derrida’s style, exemplified by these two specimens of writing postponing itself, consists in a postponement of the act of writing as long as possible – the longer the prolegomenon, the greater the potential effect of the pharmakon. Ultimately we might hope to die before we need to commit to writing the final untangling of the levels of thinking – we may hope to accomplish this death while still enunciating the preliminary (meta-)speech acts of opening up beginnings…

Turning now to the film Derrida by Dick and Ziering, we find the same concerns doubled in both the dialogue and images employed by the film-makers and Derrida as co-signatory of the work. Derrida spends considerable time musing over his preoccupation with death: “In a sort of fantastic way, I often have the impression that I’ll die in the next second. It’s not a game, because it’s very stressful, but it is something that I often make myself imagine. I play these kind of movies for myself, where I see myself living in that last moment and then I see all the people who were around me saying: ‘We were just filming this movie in this Laguna Beach villa and he talked […] about death. Right afterward he had a heart attack.’ It’s compulsive. I think about it all the time, even at times when nothing is happening that could make me feel that this death is possible.” Here speaking about the compulsion and fear is what postpones the actual death and keeps it at the level where “nothing is happening that could make me feel that this death is possible”, the speech being the pharmakon that makes the nothing happen.

The process of making the film creates another, supplementary Derrida, which the film-makers discuss as a Doppelgänger, created by the process of reducing the complexity of the film’s subject to a simpler text – not ‘written’ exclusively, but fixed in manner akin to writing, as the speech in the film is mechanically reproduced and deferred from actual presence: “A documentary film, then, creates a doppelganger of the subject in the public consciousness, one that haunts any interaction between the subject and anyone who has seen the film […] One of the first times Derrida had to publicly contend with this kind of doppelganger was on the evening of the film’s theatrical premiere in New York, where he appeared in front of audiences after the film had been screened. He seemed very much aware of its presence.” This is hardly surprising given the number of instances in which Derrida, during the making of the film makes reference to the doubling and reduction of himself and his statements the filming produces. The violence of representation of course has already been a concern of Derrida’s since the writing of Plato’s Pharmacy, as it was another main concern of the issue of the substantive effect of writing.

The paradox of this concern and knowledge of the creation of his own double leads Derrida to obsess in a manner that echoes his obsession with his own death (shown in the film in the scene where Derrida symbolically entombs himself in his archive at UCLA, Irvine), on the manner of his appearance or representational exterior. This he does throughout the film, in continuation of his long-standing problems with being photographed (“Up until 1979 I absolutely forbade all types of public photographs” […] “I have a very complicated rapport with my image. There is a mixture of, how should I say this, a narcissistic horror – I don’t like my image.”). One endearing scene in the documentary features a discussion of what Derrida might wear in a TV interview where he is to be seen only from the waist up. Still it concerns him greatly that his pants and socks may not match his jacket, and he seeks fashion advice from Ziering Kofman to alleviate his anxiety at not presenting a unified style. Shortly after this brief episode Derrida confesses that when he spends the day at home (without the presence of a film crew: “I don’t get dressed. I stay in my pajamas and a bathrobe.” The point of this confession is made directly to the camera, as Derrida stares into it and concludes: “So, this is what you call cinema verité?” […] “Everything is false. Almost, almost everything. I’m not really like this.” The style is entirely a put-on, we gather – another doubling or supplemental Derrida which is not the real Derrida, yet the only one his public knows.

The film tantalizes us with almost showing us the ‘real’ private Derrida, eating, smoking, bumbling about in his house struggling with mundane transmission tasks such as faxing and speaking on the phone. The movie is heavily preoccupied with portraiture and relies heavily on loaded close-ups, which is a reflection of the filmmakers’ unconscious desire to get under Derrida’s skin and get at some deeper truth of the man he is/was. This desire is in some ways a displacement of a fascination, because if one could indeed get at the hidden depths, one could take this depth in, digest it and move on. Derrida probably feared his whole public life being eaten by the public’s gaze, but perhaps he sees through this simple desire to ingest and digest with one’s eyes, since he ultimately consents to being gazed at. Of course we never reach through his eyes to the soul, just as we never exhaust the multiplicity of his faces and each one’s multiplicity of meanings, as the little humanizing snippets we witness remain supplements to the public persona of Derrida, done-up in suits that match, and not least to the Derrida of texts, represented most often in the film by voice-over segments quoting Derrida.

Ziering Kofman had long resisted the technique of representing Derrida in the film by citing his works, but her co-director Kirby Dick finally cut through her resistance and created montages of Derrida quotes illustrated by tracking shots of him walking and otherwise moving through space. Kofman says about Dick’s selections: “He’d shrewdly noted that often the start and ending of his [Derrida’s] essays have a more loaded amount of rhetorical drama, pathos and flourish, as well as some more conventional narrative elements, and so Kirby set about looking for openings or closings that he thought had both a profound poetic and theoretical resonance.” Thus it is exactly the supplemental procrastinations we are treated to in the quotes that represent the cinematic Doppelgänger of Derrida in Derrida.

The best example of this double-double strategy is probably the scene where Derrida reluctantly explains deconstruction: “Before responding to this question, I want to make a preliminary remark on the completely artificial character of this situation. I don’t know who’s going to be watching this, but I want to underline rather than efface our surrounding technical conditions, and not feign a ‘naturality’ which doesn’t exist. I’ve already in a way started to respond to your question about deconstruction because one of the gestures of deconstruction is to not naturalize what isn’t natural – to not assume that what is conditioned by history, institutions, or society is natural.” As Derrida continues to speak in deferrals , a voice-over drowns out his voice, as Ziering Kofman reads a quote from Derrida’s Memoires for Paul De Man. The image doubles as well, as we see Derrida packing up his notes and departing for a public lecture. We thus disorientingly view both Derrida, seated and Derrida on the move, and hear Derrida’s writing stating that deconstruction is not ancillary to a work being critiqued; rather deconstruction is at play within the work, in an 'eccentric centre' surrounding the usual 'centre': “Deconstruction does not supervene after the 'completion' of a work - it is always already at work within that work.” The supplement – work dichotomy we proposed at the out-set is thus finally deconstructed both by the double voices of Derrida and the images of Derrida being eccentric to himself in the de-naturalized film.

In closing I want to propose a brief reading of some portraits of the type that so troubled Derrida when he was a young man. In all three instances the body of Derrida is in dialogue with an image element that functions both as a supplement and as a reduplication of Derrida. Just as he likes to wear red socks in the documentary film, he also allows the use of props in the portraits I’ve selected. In Sophie Bassouls’ 1987 photo (fig. 1) Derrida is in a bucolic mise-en-scene, featuring a winter garden, replete with leaves from various plants. Discreetly positioned in the background is a figurine of a coloured girl, perhaps representing the subaltern or the woman’s voice that Derrida late in life confessed always was a co-speaker of his texts: “I have always been, since then, compelled to write in more than one voice. I have a number of texts which are unavoidably haunted by a multiplicity of places and voices, and marked – and the sexual difference is essential – by always at least one feminine voice. I can quote a number of texts, for instance La Verité En Painture, and all the time all these characters and signatures involved one or more than one feminine voice.” (Closing session of Glossing Glas conference, Kolding) The other conspicuous pictorial element is the feline sitting on Derrida’s lap – an entity he also conspicuously ignores, and which supplements his own conventionally but informally dressed body.

In a much later colour photo, also by Sophie Bassouls, the same balancing effect is achieved by the presence of feminist theorist Helene Cixous, who counters Derrida’s masculine presence, underscored here by his wearing a neck-tie. Again Derrida looks straight into the camera, in effect turning his back on the woman seated next to him. Derrida’s neck-tie is however very colourful and in the composition of the photograph this plethora of colours is echoed by the primitivist painting in the background of Cixous’ living room – an image that uses the same colour palette as Derrida’s tie, and thus supplements it perfectly. The dialectic demonstrated before by Derrida’s text on Deconstruction and Paul De Man allows us to reverse the argument and claim with equal legitimacy that Derrida himself is supplemented by the African imagery and colour of the painting and that he incorporates not just a female voice but also that of the Other, the subaltern speaking through his choice of accoutrement or the style of his neck-tie…

The final image I want to present is, so to speak, the death image of Derrida, photographed a few months before his passing (January 2004) by Joel Robine. Robine pictures Derrida at vigil: one candle lit, one book open. Derrida of course stares headlong into the camera. The supplement present in the picture is Derrida’s own death, our mourning of him, echoing his work of mourning of so many of his friends and colleagues which he obsessively textualized in ritual eulogies (Memoires) collected in a volume of just that Freudian title, The Work of Mourning. The book in Derrida’s hand is anonymous, but metonymically stands in for all of the books Derrida read in his lifetime – a number that we learn in the documentary was surprisingly small: “I haven’t read all the books that are here” [referring to his large library] “But you have read most of them?” “No, no - only three or four. But I read those four really, really well.” In Robine’s photo the vigil candle, the book and Derrida’s body are triangulated. The Trinity present is, like a certain other one of its kind, in a way One – or three aspects of the same One: The word, life about to be extinguished, the body.





Fig. 1: Photo: Sophie Bassouls, 1987



Fig 2: Photo: Sophie Bassouls



Fig 3: Photo: Joel Robine, 2004
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